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Head Start graduates of the Farragut Rd Site proudly pose with their diplomas
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News Briefs
Health & Safety
The Health Advisory Committee
reconvened in June for its final meeting
of the 2018-2019 year. The meeting
offered participants an opportunity to
review the accomplishments of the past
year and plan for the future. Attendees
at the meeting, besides for YvY Health
Coordinators and staff, included Dr.
Jeffrey Teitelbaum, Medical Director
of Ezra Medical Center, Alyssa Masor,

This issue’s centerfold features a YvY ABC Chart
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Community Liaison of NYC DOH’s
Division of Disease Control, and
Representatives from other local Head
Start sites. Among other important
health topics, there was discussion of
the implementation of the new Epi-pen
protocol, Measles outbreak, childhood
Obesity prevention, and an update
of the UCLA Anderson/YVY Sleep
Education project.
The Haredi Health Coalition team
met again at YvY’s Learning Center.

The gatherings were organized by
Alyssa Masor, PhD, Orthodox Jewish
Community Liaison of NYC DOH’s
Division of Disease Control. In the April
meeting, a Skype presentation with

Governance
YvY’s Policy Council which is
comprised of YVY parents, community
representatives, and YVY staff met
twice more this year. Naomi Auerbach,
Director, reviewed the Head Start
Management Systems Wheel with the
Council members. The wheel gives
a very clear explanation of the role
that program governance has in Head
Start. Agency plans for expansion were

agency with the intent of improving
areas of weakness. The focus of the
Program Improvement Plan included
accomplishments of the past year and
goals for the coming year. Among
the many accomplishments this year,
parents at YvY hailed the Reading for
Readiness literacy program whereby
each child brought home brand new
books which they could keep.
Many parents signed up for free
or discounted YVY Fitness Center
membership in an effort to maintain or
improve their health and fitness goals.
Parents lauded the Cool Culture
opportunities afforded them through
YvY, however, YvY some sites did not
receive Cool Culture and the parents
expressed their disappointment.

Michael Gdalevich, MD, MPH who is
the District Health Officer of the Israel
Ministry of Health, Southern District,
took place. Dr. Gdalevich reported on
the measles outbreak in Israel and all
participants sought to learn from each
other regarding outbreak response
and prevention of future outbreaks. At
the most recent Coalition gathering,
members strategized about educational
outreach in the community, saw
a timely DOHMH presentation on
tick-borne diseases, and had further
discussions about measles.

WIC
Families enrolled in the WIC Program
are eligible to receive $20 per
participant for use at farmers’ markets!
Yeled V’Yalda WIC has transitioned to
the new NYWIC system! Under NYWIC,
participants no longer have to wait for
their paper checks. Instead, families
are issued an EBT card for use at WIC
grocery stores. The new eWIC card
simplifies the shopping process by
enabling participants to purchase their
WIC items at separate shopping visits,
instead of having to purchase all of
their WIC-allowed foods at one time.

YvY thanks the Policy Council and Board members which
have helped YVY run smoothly this past year

Various sites curated special Calm
Down Kits, updated their cozy corner
with a privacy cube and introduced
the Solution kits in classrooms to help
children
self-regulate
themselves
independently.
At Silver Lake Head Start, the children
received meals during the holidays;
new winter coats; scarves and toys.

shared, reports were reviewed, new
hires approved and upcoming projects
were discussed. In addition to dealing
with routine Policy Council business,
YVY’s Policy Council has also been
closely involved in the Head Start selfassessment process. The combined
force of the Board of Directors and the
Policy Council along with management
staff are a powerful force that provides
leadership and strategic direction for
the organization.

Security improvements were made
at many sites this year and additional
safety measures will be implemented in
the coming year.

Head Start / Early Head Start
Yeled V’Yalda conducted a robust
Self-Assessment this spring, as is
done annually. Using checklists
and observations forms as reflective
supervision tools, YVY staff and parents
have turned a critical eye on the
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A NYPD Community Affairs officer visits at YvY’s We Care EHS site

Many sites received new outdoor
playground equipment and one site
received a sound system for hallway/
lobby announcements.
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Reading Readiness Initiative is a hit at YvY!
The daily serving of fresh fruits and
vegetables have been increased at the
Head Sites and Workshops were offered
to parents on making Healthy Food
choices and Prevention of Childhood
Obesity.

the Sleep Initiative. Almost half of all
children do not get enough sleep at
night, which can cause them to have
problems concentrating and retaining

Always striving to increase efficiency
and productivity in the workplace,
professional development plays a big
role at YvY! This year, teachers and
home visitors attended trainings on
diverse topics such as CLASS Concept
Development, language immersion
and expansion; Emotional Well-being;
Art; Challenging Behaviors; Executive
Function; new prenatal scientific
activities; Connecting to Your Students,
Zones of Regulation; Social Thinking.
These were in addition to the mandated
CPR, First Aid, Code Ana Epi-pen
administration and the Mandated
Reporter training that employees
regularly receive at YvY.

this problem. Dr. Karen Bonuck of the
Albert Einstein College of Medicine/
Montefiore is leading the program,
where the 3-year-old students prepare
their teddy bears for bedtime. Bonuck
says through teaching the teddy bears
the importance of preparing for and
getting a good night sleep, kids will
model that behavior at home. As part
of the program, parents are also taught
techniques for helping kids sleep
better. Teachers at YvY taught a 3-week
curriculum on sleep to their students.
Questionnaires and surveys were
completed by parents. Family routines
are improving with the support of the
SLEEP study project. Expected benefits
and outcomes from the study include
improvements in the responsiveness,
attentiveness and mindfulness of the
children.

Parents were offered a GALA training
and lunch at Silver Lake Head Start
and Farragut Road as part of Phase 4
of the YvY/ UCLA Collaboration on

Family Workers and Health Coordinators teaching at
the parent workshop as part of Yeled’s S.L.E.E.P. Study
initiative

information at school. A program
funded by the National Institutes of
Health is working with Head Start
programs, including Yeled VYalda to fix
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A
Summer
safety
presentation
was given in June by YVY’s Health
Coordinator Malky Rosin RN. The
attendees were primarily made up
of parents of the children in Yeled
v’Yalda’s programs. Each topic was
sensitively and thoroughly addressed

and there was opportunity for the
parents to ask any questions related to
summer safety discussion. Handouts
on most of the topics were distributed
to take home as an additional resource
for the attendees. A comprehensive
article on the important summer safety
topics discussed at the presentation is
featured in the Parent Magazine section
of this newsletter.
UPK’s Division of Early Childhood
Education staff will visit all 3-K and
Pre-K for All sites and classrooms to
complete a Program Walkthrough
for First Day of School Preparedness
during the summer. This is to ensure
that all 3-K and Pre-K are safe and ready
to open their doors to students and
families this fall.

Parents and children alike delight at the Project Reach Five Senses Fair

on Instagram to promote community
awareness about Project REACH and
help with recruitment and to showcase
events and accomplishments.
A 3-minute Professional Video Montage
was developed to serve as a superb
synopsis of the program for potential
families and community partners. It
can be accessed via email link on any
internet device and features our very
own children, families, and staff.

Project Reach Head Start
A complex system of home-based
session supervision reviews via video
has been instituted much to everyone’s
satisfaction. Children, families, and
Home Instructors are more relaxed
and natural, and the video itself is a
valuable tool for review and learning
as Supervisor and Home Instructors
review each lesson. Remind 101, a free

hi-tech texting and/or email system,
is being utilized to inform parents and
staff about upcoming socializations,
workshops, weather closings, etc.
Project Reach posts pictures and
messages among staff and families

This year, Project REACH hosted a
“Chopped” Open House event to attract
community partners and families to
visit and learn more about Project
REACH. It was an enjoyable event
which was well attended.

Food expert Elizabeth Kurtz led six teams of women from Borough Park and
Flatbush in a CHOPPED cooking competition at an Open House for Project
REACH, a Home-Based Head Start program of Yeled V’Yalda. The women
worked hard and fast to cook something that was both creative and delicious.
Everyone who attended had lots of fun and felt fortunate to participate.
Participants came home with mini cookbooks, gadgets, prizes and valuable
information about the free YvY Home-Based program that is available to
preschoolers with illness and delays in our community.

A YvY HS child poses at the iconic dreidel at the entrance
to the Jewish Children’s Museum
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Happy Birthday Head Start! On May
18th, 1965, in the White House Rose
Garden, President Lyndon B. Johnson
announced to the nation the creation
of Project Head Start. That makes Head
Start 54 years old this year! This year,
though, is also the 25th birthday of Early
Head Start—which was authorized
in 1994 to address the needs of lowincome pregnant women, infants, and
toddlers.
Did you know?
• Participants in Head Start are 12%
less likely to live in poverty as adults
and 29% less likely to receive public
assistance.
• Findings
about
the
long-term
effects of Head Start indicate
that societal investments in early
childhood education can disrupt the
intergenerational transmission of the
effects of poverty.
• Head Start not only has positive
social-emotional effects on children—
improving approaches to learning
and reducing hyperactivity—it also
has stronger social-emotional effects
for those children who have been
exposed to violence.
• Over 54 years, Head Start has had farreaching impact on school readiness,
academic achievement, health, family
stability, and long-term success for
more than 36 million children.

Research Institute
Bravo! to Isabelle Barriere, PhD Director
of Policy for Research & Education &
Director YVY Research Institute, who
has been awarded the title of ‘Chevalier
dans les Ordres des
Palmes Academiques’ by
the French government
- literally ‘Knight in the
Order of the Academic
Palms’.
This award is
given by the French
Ministry of Education for
Knight’s Insignia one’s achievements as a

Chana Karp, Marja Burtis, Daniella Shimoonov & Jessica
Fracasse at NYSSLHA 2019 in Albany

Yerenia Poline at the 6th Annual Language, Linguistics
and Life Conference at Temple University in Philadelphia

scholar and educator. It has not often
been given to people who work both in
early childhood education and higher
education and to linguists working on
different languages... Isabelle thanks
her colleagues at YVY who have helped
make this possible.

American Association of Applied
Linguistics in Atlanta. All these projects
that positively contribute to a better
understanding of the cultural heritage
of YVY communities and to the
development of young children would
be impossible without the support
of YVY families and educators. The
conference of the NSF-REU site program
Intersection of Linguistics, Language
and Culture that will showcase work
on speech-language-communication
sciences will be held on Friday June
21st 2019. The conference is open to all
and more information can be found on:
https://undergrad-language-research.
org/2018/10/19/illc-conference-2019/

YVY Research Institute Director Dr.
Barriere organized a symposium on
preschoolers’ acquisition of different
varieties of English at the 2019
Annual Linguistic Society of America
Conference and delivered a presentation
on bilingualism at the International
Neuropsychology Society.
Several
NSF REU site fellows and research
assistants presented the work they
have been conducted at YVY, under the
supervision of Dr. Barriere at several
venues. Yerania Poline presented on
the acquisition of Spanish at the 6th
Annual Language, Linguistics and Life
Conference at Temple University in
Philadelphia. Samuel Liff and Pollack
presented their projects on Yiddish at
9th Hunter Undergraduate Linguistics
and Language Studies Conference in
NY, at the Germanic Linguistics Annual
Conference, in Iowa City; at Yiddish
language Structures 2 in Düsseldorf,
Germany.
Daniella Shimoonov,
Chana Karp Jessica Fracasse, Marija
Binch gave a poster presentation on
Hebrew-English and Russian-English
Dual Language Learners at the 2019
New York State Speech-LanguageHearing Association. Jennifer Chard,
presented her doctoral work partly
conducted at YVY, on the first Mandarin
comprehension assessment tool at
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The Semah family enjoys a Cool Culture trip

YvY will continue to apply for the Cool Culture program
and we are hopeful that Cool Culture will grant the cards
for all of our sites equally.

My Yeled V’Yalda

Alphabet

Cc

Dd

Ee

Kk

Ll

Mm

Nn

Uu

Vv

We Compared

We Kneaded

Ss

We Spelled

We Dressed

We Lit Up

Tt

We Told Time

We Explained

We Mopped

We Unbuttoned
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Ff

We Felt

We Napped

We Voted

Aa

Bb

Jj

We Acted

We Beautified

t Chart
Gg

We Glued

Hh

Ii

We Observed

Oo

Pp

Qq

Rr

Yy

Zz

Ww

We Washed

We Hollowed

We Pointed

Xx

We Xrayed

We Identified

We Journaled

We Quenched

We Yellowed

We Rocked

We Zipped
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Participation
by Head Start
parents is
crucial to the
Apron Decorating activity at a
Home Organization workshop

success of the
children and
program.

Pool Safely freebies are given to each participant at the
Summer Safety presentation

YvY therapists and teachers donated items for a
GOODWILL table at 6012 Farragut site.
Parents and staff were invited to help themselves to
anything they needed.
Edible Fruit Design class
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SUMMER IS HERE!
Let’s adopt some simple safety practices so that our
children spend their time in the great outdoors rather
than in the local emergency room!

Ticks are responsible for a variety
of illnesses including Lyme disease
and Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever.
These diseases can be very serious and
learning ways to protect your family
is very important. Some suggestions
include: wearing protective clothing
(long sleeves, long pants, tucking
pants into socks). Using tick/
bug repellent such as Deet,
and staying in the canter of
paths, keeping away from
overgrown areas and not
sitting directly on the ground. If you
do go to a wooded or overgrown area
make sure to performing tick checks
on all family members every day and
make sure to check all creases such as
elbow, behind the ear, and under arm.
Be aware of signs/symptoms of tickrelated illnesses such as a bullseye rash.

Make sure to call the doctor with any
concerns and questions.
Helmets can be lifesaving and can
protect a child from serious injury.
An appropriate helmet must be worn
whenever a child is “on wheels.” This
means bicycles, scooters, skates,
rollerblades, skateboards and more! The
helmet must fit
properly. Last
year’s helmet
might
be too small
now and will
h a v e
to
be
replaced

with a bigger size. Moms and dads
should wear helmets as well.
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Water and Pool Safety Adult
supervision
is
of
paramount
importance. Parents need to focus
on their children 100% of the time.
You should be
within an
a r m ’ s
length of
the child
b e i n g
watched,
when near or in the water.
When
children are playing in water, it should
be loud and splashy; if you don’t hear
enough noise please be weary and
check on the child! Drowning is a silent
killer, someone who is drowning will
not have the ability to shout and call
for help. Remember, no child or adult
is “drown proof,” even with puddle
jumpers a child can fall face forward

and not be able to get up. Don’t leave
any toys in the pool when finished.
Toys are very appealing to a child and
they may make their way over to the
water without an adult realizing. Always
empty out a small pool or bath tub
when you’re done; keep in mind that
children can drown in many different
water sources (in as little as 2” of water!)
including: bathtubs, toilets, buckets,
baby pools, backyard swimming pools,
community pools and other places.
All Parents should know how to perform
CPR in case of an emergency!
Sun Protection Try to avoid direct sun
exposure during peak sun hours. Wear
protective clothing and a wide
brimmed hat and sunglasses
(with 99-100% UV protection).
Sunscreen is a must (on sunny
and cloudy days)! Sunscreen
should be applied liberally 30
minutes before going out in

the sun, and reapplied every two hours
or sooner if swimming, sweating or
towelling off.
Dehydration
and
Heat-Related
Illnesses Keeping well hydrated is
very important. Children (and adults)
must remember to drink. Do not wait
until a child says he is thirsty before
offering fluids.
At this point, he
could already
be
dehydrated,
so be sure to
provide plenty of
fluids before
going outside,
while out in
the heat and
a f t e r w a rd s .
Playing in the
hot summer
sun
means
lots of fluid
losses, so avoid
strenuous
activity during
peak
sun
hours.
Seek
medical attention immediately for any
signs of heat-related illness. Never
ever leave a child in a car! If you are
driving children around, make sure
you have a plan in place to ensure that

you never leave a child in the car. Some
suggestions are leaving your shoe or
phone in the backseat. There are apps
that can be downloaded on a smart
phone, and there are alarms that can
be set to remind you to check the back
seat before leaving the car.
First Aid Kit Every
family
should
have at least one
first aid kit at
home
which
is well stocked
and
readily
accessible. It’s
also helpful and a good idea to keep
a first aid kit in the car to bring on trips.
Don’t forget to restock the kit once an
item has been used.
Wishing everyone a happy and safe
summer,

Malky Rosin

BSN, RN, YVY Health Coordinator

A variety of stimulating Parent Involvement workshops throughout the year
keep Yeled V’Yalda parents informed and engaged
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SUMMER IS A GREAT TIME TO EXPLORE
EVERYTHING OUR FASCINATING CITY HAS TO OFFER!
American Museum of Natural History 200 Central Park West (212) 769-5100 Open
daily from 10 a.m. to 5:45 p.m., the museum is free but welcomes donations. Full
price is required for special exhibits such as the planetarium show.
Brooklyn Bridge (888) 436-3759 New York City is home to more than 30 bridges,
but the Brooklyn Bridge represents one of the most iconic in the world. Vehicles
crossing the bridge must pay a fee; pedestrian and bike pathways are free.
Brooklyn Bridge Park (718) 222-9939 https://www.brooklynbridgepark.org/events/
Visit this world-class waterfront park with rolling hills, riverfront promenades,
playgrounds, lush gardens, and spectacular city views. Summertime reading
events, waterfront workouts and even free kayaking!
Central Park (212) 310-6600 Central park offers visitors 843 acres of gardens, open
spaces, water and pathways and playgrounds to explore right in the center of New
York City. The Central Park Conservancy provides free walking tours.
Children’s Museum of Manhattan 212 W. 83rd St. (212) 721-1234 Take the kids to
the upper west side for some interactive, hands-on activities. The 38,000-squarefoot learning center includes exhibits for all ages. Free first Fridays of the month
from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m.; $11 other days. Closed on Mondays.
Sony Wonder Technology Lab 550 Madison Ave. (212) 833-8100 The four-story
technology and entertainment museum in Midtown Manhattan boasts interactive
exhibits for visitors of all ages. The state-of-the-art, high-tech facility explores
everything from how robots work to virtual surgery and animation. Reservations
are highly recommended. Free Tuesday to Saturday 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., closed
Sunday and Monday.
South Street 89 South St. (212) 732-8257 South Street Seaport transports visitors to
an era when cobblestone streets were the norm and open fish markets filled the
area. The museum is free on the third Friday of each month.
Staten Island Ferry (718) 815-2628 The Staten Island Ferry provides a one-hour,
round-trip tour of some of the most amazing water views in the area, including
views of Lady Liberty and Ellis Island. Each leg of the ferry travels for 30 minutes.
The ferry rides are free 24/7.
The High Line 529 W. 20th St., Ste. 8W (212) 500-6035 The High Line, built on old
train tracks elevated above-ground in Manhattan’s west side, is now a free, public
park. The city has transformed the decrepit tracks into a beautiful walkway and
garden, featuring large lawns for families to sprawl out on, art installations, water
spot for kids to play in during the warmer months, and amazing views of the City.
Governers Island https://govisland.com/visit-the-island Governors Island is a
172-acre island in the heart of New York Harbor. Yards away from lower Manhattan
and Brooklyn, it’s easily accessible by ferry and open to the public from May
through October.
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Attention All YVY Head Start and Early Head Start Parents!
Remember to register with your site Family Worker for a free pass to the YVY Fitness Center.
One Head Start class had just arrived
at the fire station when an emergency
call came in and the fire trucks sped
off to do their duty… How lucky they
were that one child’s grandfather
owns a fire engine and her father
volunteered to come down to the
site with it so that the children could
explore it up close!

A visit to the fire station is always a fun learning experience!

For more information on any of Yeled V’Yalda’s services, please call the following numbers:
Headstart..................................................................................... 718.686.3700 *3

WIC Program................................................................................... 718.686.3799

YELED V’YALDA SUPPORT LINES:

Special Education..................................................................... 718.686.3700 *1

NYS Health Marketplace.............................................................. 718.686.2189

All calls are confidential.

Early Intervention.....................................................................718.686.3700 *2
Fitness Center............................................................................ 718.686.3700 *7

YELED V’YALDA STATEN ISLAND:

Yeled v’Yalda 311

Early Headstart............................................................................718.514.8600 *1

Silver Lake Headstart I

for comments/concerns..................................................... 718.686.3700 *311

ABA Program.............................................................................. 718.514.8600 *3

10 Gregg Place..................................................................................718.815.4488

Project REACH................................................................................ 718.514.8600

Silver Lake Headstart II

Ezra Medical Center......................................................................718.686.7600

20 Park Hill Circle..........................................................................718.720.0090

